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REVIEW

I last tried a Vac Rac in 1997 and it was a rather 
different beast from this. The original Vac Rac 
4000 was a modular system, akin to the API 
500 series concept, although my recollection is 

that the modules were somewhat larger, no doubt 
to facilitate the inclusion of the valves that inspire 
the Vac Rac name. Several years later, spotting ads 
in pro audio magazines for more conventional non-
modular units like the one we have here intrigued 
me — why was the modular format dropped? (For 
the record, I loved the TEQ-1 EQ.) The Californian 
company’s founder Steve Firlotte explains that 
cost restraints were behind the decision — indeed, 
I noted in my review of the EQ that the PSU rack 
was rather expensive. But also, Firlotte hoped that 
with original units unavailable for a few years, 
there might be a pent up demand for the TSL-3 
tube limiter which came out in 2002. It has proved 
popular, and while perhaps still in the ‘boutique’ 
rather than ‘mainstream’ category, famous users 
have queued up to sing its praises, including the 
likes of Jeff Juliano, Ross Hogarth and Chris Lord 
Alge. In 2011 changes were made to that design, 
both cosmetic, and circuitry, hence the TSL-4 we 
have here.

The TSL-4 is a stereo valve limiter that uses 
Vactrol optical circuitry, with 6072A tubes for the 
input stage and 12BH7A for the output. A fifth 
regulated high voltage 6BM8 valve is used in the 
Pure Class A power supply. A special order ‘TSL-4V’ 
version is also offered with hand-selected NOS GE 
tubes, subject to availability. The ones in this unit 
were Russian ‘Electro Harmonix’ branded.

The 3U case looks gorgeous sprayed inside and 
out on all surfaces in a speckled dark rusty brown 
finish, with plenty of venting grilles on the top 
and sides for the heat of the valves to escape. It 
looks like everything could comfortably fit inside a 
2U case but this 
overspecing is 
hopefully a sign 
of a seriously 
professional and 
industrial design 
ethos here. Top-
grade Neutrik 
XLR connectors 
are employed on the rear panel; the whole thing 
seems robust and exudes quality. The IEC mains 
socket is accompanied by a voltage switch, and 

the serial number of the review model suggests 
that there have been around three hundred units 
produced since the TSL-3 was introduced.

Flipping the illuminating front panel power rocker 
lights up the pair of enormous (3 inches square) 
vintage style VU meters from behind, with a 
lovely graduated glow centred behind their scale  
pointer area. All controls are mounted on a black 
painted area with white legending that gives 
maximum clarity. The black knobs of the TSL-3 
have been changed for a different style of light beige 
ones, giving better visual contrast. Furthermore, 
these now have 40-detent recallable positions. I 
understand that the transformer-balanced output 
circuit is also a new addition (there were always 
input transformers; I think all are Cinemags), 
although Firlotte claims that the sound and character 
are the same as the TSL-3.

The controls of the TSL-4 are fairly minimal. 
There are knobs on each channel for Reduction and 
Gain Makeup all scaled from 0 to 10. Maximum 
make-up gain is quoted as 14dB but the knobs 
operate like faders, attenuating the signal all the way 
off when turned to zero. Maximum gain reduction 
can be as much as 40dB. Large industrial looking 
toggle switches operate hard-wire bypass (via a 
relay) on each channel (you can still see the meters 
moving) and there are also toggles to switch each 
meter to show Gain Reduction or Output level. Two 
new toggles also appear on this new incarnation 
which operate a High Pass Filter on the sidechain 
of each channel at 250Hz. A further toggle operates 
channel Link. Each channel also includes a little trim 
pot for accurately setting Zero on the meter. As well 
as including a screwdriver slot, these are actually 
knurled and protrude enough that you can usefully 
adjust them by hand.

The first thing I noticed in use from a practical 
point of view, 
was that all four 
knob controls 
on the review 
unit seemed to 
have worked 
slightly loose 
to varying 
degrees. Apart 

from this, I also wasn’t totally convinced that the 
41 marked positions on the legending could ever 
quite match the 40 detent positions of the knobs! 

That aside, the light detenting is pleasant to use and 
should allow you to match the channels.

In Link mode you still have to set the knobs on 
both channels. Putting this across the mix bus of a 
Latin/Spanish ballad I was mixing, 2-3dB of gain 
reduction beautifully gelled the mix, adding a glow, 
fluidity and warmth unachievable with anything 
in-the-box. The knee is noticeably harder than 
an LA-2A, perhaps more like that of a Fairchild. 
Pushing harder made things pump with the big 
double bass sound imposing a bit too much, with 
the fairly fast release between big bass notes making 
the vocal dip slightly on loud bass notes. But bang in 
the sidechain filters and much more is possible, with 
even as much as 10dB gain reduction sounding, 
well, not crazy at all. I very quickly found myself 
wanting to type in the word ‘special’ — the Vac Rac 
very obviously has ‘the magic’, as the enormous 
sound just glows like a favourite vinyl album.

Switching one channel across to the double 
bass track sounded fantastic, perhaps bigger and 
even more fluid than an LA-2A, again with 10dB 
of reduction sounding even less discernible in this 
scenario, yet smoothing and warming like hot 
chocolate.

On a solo Spanish guitar, the TSL-4 tamed things 
far more effortlessly than an 1176, with huge 
needle deflection still allowing the guitar’s midrange 
tone to burst through, while controlling the twangy 
transients. On vocals it was even more magical. I 
replaced the male vocal’s 1176-Fairchild emulation 
chain with this and it coped on its own once the 
correct setting was tuned in. As well as controlling 
the gain perfectly, it brought a glow to the tone. As 
well as adding a lovely richness, popping this across 
the vocal and setting the knobs to taste saved time 
in a mixing scenario — no rides required!

The TSL-4 even worked well on the drum bus; 
again here the sidechain filter came in useful 
allowing you to dramatically rein-in the kit without 
reducing kick drum power.

The TSL-4 includes three of my favourite things 
in compressors: simple controls that are fast to  
set, high pass sidechain filtering, and a fairly 
fast release — which always seems about right, 
whatever the source. But regardless of features, 
the TSL-4 just sounds better than any software 
compressors and just about any analogue unit  
in just about any situation. Although a unit like this 
is something of an investment [at UK£2,500 + VAT], 
this will likely hold its value, and will undoubtedly 
repay the owner with years of satisfaction. Simply 
magnificent. n
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PROS Gorgeously smooth limiting; big sound; 
simple operation; high pass filter sidechain.

Loose knobs on review unit.

The Mix 690 Summing Mixer has 16 line 
inputs with pan on each channel, insert with 

bypass on the stereo bus, stereo master level 
pot, and stereo meters. The fully discrete 
design can be linked with other mixers 
without sacrificing channels.

CONS

EXTRAS

Inward Connections 
Vac Rac TSL-4

GEORGE SHILLING says he likes his compressors simple, fast and with a high-pass sidechain.  
The latest incarnation of this dynamics box ticks his boxes.




